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THE XBOX 360 AND STEGANOGRAPHY: HOW CRIMINALS
AND TERRORISTS COULD BE “GOING DARK”
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Drexel University
Rob D’Ovidio
Drexel University
Cindy Casey
Drexel University
ABSTRACT
Video game consoles have evolved from single-player embedded systems with rudimentary
processing and graphics capabilities to multipurpose devices that provide users with parallel
functionality to contemporary desktop and laptop computers. Besides offering video games with rich
graphics and multiuser network play, today's gaming consoles give users the ability to communicate
via email, video and text chat; transfer pictures, videos, and file;, and surf the World-Wide-Web.
These communication capabilities have, unfortunately, been exploited by people to plan and commit a
variety of criminal activities. In an attempt to cover the digital tracks of these unlawful undertakings,
anti-forensic techniques, such as steganography, may be utilized to hide or alter evidence. This paper
will explore how criminals and terrorists might be using the Xbox 360 to convey messages and files
using steganographic techniques. Specific attention will be paid to the "going dark" problem and the
disjoint between forensic capabilities for analyzing traditional computers and forensic capabilities for
analyzing video game consoles. Forensic approaches for examining Microsoft's Xbox 360 will be
detailed and the resulting evidentiary capabilities will be discussed.
Keywords: Digital Forensics, Xbox Gaming Console, Steganography, Terrorism, Cyber Crime
1. INTRODUCTION
The use of nontraditional computing devices as a means to access the internet and communicate with
one another has become increasingly popular [1]. People are not just going online through traditional
means with a PC anymore, they are now frequently using cell phones, smart phones, and gaming
consoles as well. Criminals and terrorists also rely on these technologies to communicate while
maintaining confidentiality and anonymity. When information-masking techniques are combined with
non-traditional communication devices, the chances of interception or discovery are significantly
reduced. Hiding information in plain site by altering image, text, or sound data has been going on for
centuries. Steganography, the discipline of concealing the fact that a message or some form of
communication exists, poses a major threat to our national security particularly when it is being
transmitted over exploitable communication channels [2].
2. STEGANOGRAPHY
Steganography is often confused with cryptography, the latter being the art of obscuring a message so
that it is meaningless to anyone except the person it is intended for [3]. Essentially, a cryptographic
message hides the meaning of a message, whereas steganography conceals the fact that a message
even exists [3]. The origin of the word steganography is Greek for steganos (στεγανός) which means
“covered” and graphia (γραφή), which means “writing” [4]. Unlike encryption, which scrambles or
encodes text, with steganography the text is inserted or hidden in another medium such as a
photograph, webpage, or audio file, called the carrier file. The goal of concealing the message is to
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keep the communication a secret even though it is in plain view. IT security professionals refer to this
concept as security through obscurity. Unlike cryptography, where an encrypted channel sends a red
flag to digital investigators, steganography offers covert communication channels which typically go
unnoticed. .
Although today’s technologies provide a multiplicity of avenues in which to conceal messages,
steganography is not new [5]. In fact, the origins of steganography can be traced back to the ancient
Greek historian Herodotus (c. 484-c 425 B.C.) [6]. In his Histories, Herodotus describes how a secret
message was tattooed onto a slave’s head. Once the slave’s hair grew back, the message was
concealed, thus enabling him to travel through enemy territory without the communication being
discovered. Once the slave arrived at his destination, his head was shaved and the message read [6].
Another method of steganography described by Herodotus is a technique employed by the King of
Sparta when he needed to send covert messages to the Greeks. The message was written onto a
wooden tablet that was then covered with wax so that it appeared empty [7]. Perhaps the most wellknown form of steganography is invisible ink, which became popular during the Second World War.
Invisible ink can be synthetic, like the invisible ink pens many of us used to write secret messages
with as children, or organic, such as body fluids or lemon juice.
There are two primary methods of steganography. The first is referred to as insertion and involves
taking data from one file (the secret) and embedding it into another file (the host or carrier). With
insertion, the size of the image changes once the hidden message has been added [8].
The second form of steganography is called substitution. Here bits of the host file are replaced with
other bits of information. For example, in an 8-bit graphic file, the digits furthest to the left are
referred to as the Most Significant Digit (MSD), while the digits furthest to the right are the Least
Significant Digit (LSD). By replacing the LSD digits, the pixel will change the least. So a bit, which
might read 11110000, can be changed to 11110001, and the effect on the image will be minuscule - or
undetectable to the human eye [8].
Although this may initially sound complex, there is a plethora of tools available on the internet, many
of which are open-source or can be downloaded for a minimal investment or free trial, which makes
substitution steganography a relatively simple task.
3. INVISIBLE SECRETS
Invisible Secrets is an encryption and steganography tool which also provides an array of privacy
options such as erasing internet and computer traces, shredding data to avoid recovery, and locking
computer applications [9]. One of the key attributes of this software is that it affords individuals with
little or no experience the opportunity to utilize the ancient practice of steganography with minimal, if
any, difficulty. Invisible Secrets utilizes both encryption and steganography to create carrier files
which can only be read by the individual they are intended for. By employing cryptography to transfer
the key necessary to unlock the secret message as it traverses over an unsecure connection, potential
Man in the Middle attacks are thwarted.
The following images illustrate how a secret message can be hidden in a JPG photograph. The two
images look identical, however, a closer look shows that they differ in both size and hash value. Using
Invisible Secrets, a short text message was inserted into the photograph. Hidden messages are not just
limited to text - maps can also be embedded. For demonstration purposes, the message was not
encrypted or compressed. Had the message been compressed, the size differences between the two
images would be considerably less, making discovery more challenging.
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Creating a hidden message using Invisible Secrets

Image 1 - Inserting the secret message into the photograph
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Image 2 - Carrier image created
4. STEGANALYSIS
To the human eye, the two images (titled original and carrier) are identical. However, an initial
examination reveals that they differ in both size and hash value. Another way to determine if an image
has been altered is to compare the histograms of the photos in question. A histogram is a visual
impression or graph of the data distribution of an object obtained by mathematically calculating an
object’s density [10]. It is relevant to note that a histogram is dependent upon the bin size calculated
[11]. If calculated poorly, when the data is tabulated it could result in misleading or incomplete
information about the data [11]. Although this task is typically performed by a computer, variances
should be expected, and a histogram independent of other supporting evidence may not be sufficient
enough to determine if an image has been altered.

Image 3 - Original unaltered image
MD5 checksum 3e8d80d0e03324331215d83cba00caf8
Size 2.31 MB
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Image 4 - Carrier image
MD5 checksum a463f9edbeeea630fb320671c5a65895
Size 4.62 MB
By comparing the histograms of the two image files using Adobe Photoshop Elements [12], an
apparent difference between the two is noted. Each histogram consists of precisely 256 invisible bars
which represent a different level of brightness in the image [13]. The higher the bar is on the graph, the
more pixels at that specific point [13]. When placed side by side, we can see that the smoothness,
where pixel values sit in relation to each instance of true color and shading transition occurs, is only
present in the original image file [14].

Image 5 - Examining the histogram of the image with Adobe Photoshop

Image 6 - Comparing the two histograms
A common tool used by digital examiners when analyzing suspected stenographic images is a hex
editor. Hex editors enable investigators to examine the raw data of a file at a very granular level. Using
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WinHex Hexadecimal Editor [15], the two images were compared. The hexadecimal characters which
denote the beginning and end of a JPG file are “FF D8” and “FF D9” respectively [16]. Within a
matter of seconds we can see that data has been appended to the end of the carrier image file. Further
analysis showed that there was a considerable variance in byte values between the two files. Typically,
forensic examiners are not privy to both images for analysis. While there are some steganalysis tools
available, investigators usually have to rely on more complex methodologies such as looking for
embedded ASCII text, utilizing some type of classification or statistical algorithm such as quadratic
mirror filters or raw quick pairs, or developing a model of what the suspect image should look like
[17,18]. Not only do these techniques require advanced skill, but they are also time consuming and
costly.

Image 7 - Comparing the two images in WinHex
StegSpy is an open-source utility that searches for steganography signatures in files and the program
used to create the file [17]. StegSpy was initially developed to aid in the detection of hidden messages
following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 [18]. According to the developer’s website,
StegSpy is capable of detecting the following steganography programs: Hiderman, JPHideand Seek,
Masker, JPegX, and Invisible Secrets [17]. Although the tool did detect the presence of a hidden
message in the carrier file, it identified the program used to create the file incorrectly.
In his thesis paper, “Using an Artificial Neural Network to Detect the Presence of Image
Steganography”, Aron Chandrababu tested several steganalysis tools, including StegSpy, to determine
their usefulness in detecting covert messages embedded in images. Chandrababu’s research concluded
that StegSpy was unreliable when used to examine a sample of 100 color images - 50 containing
embedded messages, and 50 containing no message at all [18]. Chandrababu’s experiment found that
StegSpy was only able to detect 8 of the 50 carrier images tested with the program [18]. Thus, the
probability that StegSpy is capable of revealing an image containing an embedded message is only
0.16, or 16%.
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Image 8 -Examining carrier file with StepSpy V2.1
Steganalysis, regardless of the technique employed (human calculated or computer generated
algorithm), is an empirical process dependent upon two primary dynamics. First, the algorithm used,
and secondly, the model the dataset is being measured against [19]. A shift in any of these variables
can alter the results. An additional factor investigators must consider is the fact that technology is in
constant flux.
5. TERRORISM AND STEGANOGRAPHY
Shortly after the terrorist attacks in the United States on September 11, 2001, the Washington Post
reported that federal agents had gathered at least three years of intelligence confirming that Osama bin
Laden and members of al-Qa’ida had been communicating through embedded messages via email and
on web sites [20]. Although there was no definitive evidence proving that the terrorists used
steganography to plot the attacks of September 11th, it is highly probable [20].
With over 21 percent of the world’s population communicating by means of the internet, it should not
come as a surprise that terrorists also use the internet to communicate with each other, spread
propaganda, fund their activities, and recruit [21].
In the second issue of Technical Mujahid, a bimonthly digital training manual for Jihadis, section one, titled Covert Communications and Hiding
Secrets inside Images, discusses steganography techniques, specifically hiding messages in images
and audio files [22,23].
Unlike emails, which can be easily traced, steganography enables terrorists to communicate with each
other while maintaining anonymity. Security expert Bruce Schneier uses the analogy of a dead drop to
demonstrate exactly how steganography benefits terrorists [22]. A dead drop is a communication
technique used by accused Russian spy Robert Hanssen. Hanssen never directly communicated with
his Russian cohorts, but rather left messages, documents, or money in plastic bags under a bridge [22].
Chalk lines left in public places, in plain sight, would direct Hanssen where to collect or leave
packages [22]. Consequently, the parties communicating never had to meet or even know each other’s
identity. According to Schneier, dead drops “…can be used to facilitate completely anonymous,
asynchronous communications” [22]. So if we think of steganography as an electronic dead drop [22],
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terrorist groups such as al-Qa’ida, Hezbollah, and Hamas are capable of communicating anonymously
and with no shortage of places to leave their virtual chalk lines.
6. CRIME AND THE XBOX 360
The use of nontraditional computing devices as a means to access the internet and communicate with
one another has become increasingly popular [1]. However, average users are not the only ones
reaping the benefits of these evolving technologies, so are the criminals. Gaming consoles, specifically
the Xbox 360, have become a favorite nontraditional computing medium, not only as an instrument to
perform illegal activities but as a target as well.
According to a recent FBI report, Bronx Blood gang members were communicating through Sony’s
PlayStation 3 gaming console while under house arrest [23]. Similar to the Xbox 360, the PS3
provides users with a multiplicity of services which facilitate communication such as chat, social
networking sites, instant messaging, multiplayer gaming, video downloading and sharing, and crossgame chat rooms [23].
New Jersey Regional Operations Intelligence’s Threat Analysis Program reported in September 2010
that as of June 2010 Mara Salvatrucha (MS-13) gang members were conducting criminal activities,
including ordering the murder of a witness, using Microsoft’s Xbox 360 and Sony’s PS3 [24]
Robert Lynch, a 20-year-old Michigan man, was arrested and charged in March 2011 of attempting to
accost school-aged girls for immoral purposes. Lynch used his Xbox 360 gaming console to meet,
befriend, and lure his young victims who were between 11 and 14 years of age [25].
In January 2011, 36-year old Rachel Ann Hicks, lied about her age to befriend under aged boys on
Xbox Live. Once she gained their trust, she sent them illicit photos of herself and X-rated movies.
The California resident drove from her home state to Maryland to molest one 13-year-old boy [26].
Gaming consoles enable gangs and terrorist organizations to communicate internationally while
avoiding detection by the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and National Security Agency/Central
Security Service (NSA/CSA) [27]. Defendants sentenced to house arrest, particularly sex offenders,
are often prohibited from using a computer to access the internet [30,31,32]. However, if gaming
consoles are not prohibited, the offender still has the capability of accessing the internet.
While many gaming consoles exist, Microsoft’s Xbox 360 is the most popular among American
consumers, selling over thirty-nine million consoles, six million more than their top competitor the
PS3 [28]. In October 2011, Microsoft announced plans for integrating their Xbox 360 gaming
dashboard with a pay television feature called Live TV. Live TV will enable Xbox Live users to
access Comcast and Verizon services directly from their gaming consoles [29]. With this rise in
popularity, the Xbox 360 has also become a popular medium for criminals. When Bill Gates first
announced his plans for the Xbox 360 gaming system in January 2000, at the International Electronic
Consumers Show in Las Vegas, some critics proclaimed that this new console was nothing more than
a “...PC in a black box [30].” These critics were not too far off the mark.
The Xbox 360 is not only similar to a personal computer - it is actually more powerful than most
average personal computers. The hardware and technical specifications found in today’s Xbox 360
console includes a detachable 250GB hard drive, an IBM customized power –PC based CPU
containing three symmetrical cores each capable of running 3.2 GHz, a 512 MB GDDR3 RAM (which
reduces the heat dispersal burden and is capable of transferring 4 bits of data per pin in 2 clock cycles
for increased throughput), and 700 MHz DDR (theoretically supplying a swift 1400 MB per second
maximum bandwidth) memory [31]
7. XBOX 360 IMAGE STEGANOGRAPHY
Using open-source game modification tools, the carrier image created earlier with Invisible Secrets,
and a USB 2.0 to SATA adaptor with a 50/60 Hz power supply cable, researchers tested the feasibility
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of inserting a stenographic image into an Xbox 360 hard drive. The process was straightforward and
the results significant.
Modio, an open-source Xbox 360 modification tool popular with gamers because it enables users to
customize their console, was used to open the hard drive [32]. Once the drive was opened, theme
creator was selected. Theme creator allows users to create custom Xbox 360 dashboards themes. The
user interface supports four images, main, media library, game library, and system settings. The carrier
image was uploaded as the main image and the original, unaltered picture of the clouds, uploaded to
the media and game libraries, as well as the system settings. The theme was named Stego and saved to
the device.

Image 9 - Creating a dashboard theme in Modio using the carrier image created with Invisible Secrets

Image 10 -Saving the new theme to the hard drive
When the drive was reopened, our newly created theme, containing the carrier image complete with
secret message, was found in Partition 3 under Profile Storage/Skins. The file was then extracted to
the desktop and opened with wxPirs [33]. WxPirs is another open-source utility commonly used by
gamers seeking to modify their gaming consoles. It enables users to open PIRS, CON, and LIVE files
- commonly found on the Xbox 360 drive. When opened in wxPirs, the entire contents of the Stego
theme file can be viewed. Although the contents of the newly created theme file (wallpaper1) can also
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be viewed in Modio by right-clicking Open in Resigner and selecting the General File Info tab,
opening the file in wxPirs reveals that the file was created in Modio, Knowing that a game
modification tool created the file could warrant further investigation. The carrier file, Wallpaper1, was
then extracted to the desktop and opened with Windows Photo Viewer. Although a MD5 checksum
showed that the hash value and file size had changed (MD5 0ea9f8bfa3f54fb214028f1e2f578b02, size
190 KB), when the image was opened with Invisible Secrets, our secret message remained intact and
unaltered. (Image 15)

Image 11 -Newly created Stego Theme saved to hard drive

Image 12 - Stego theme opened in wxPirs

Image 13 -Stego theme examined with Modio’s Resigner
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Image 14 - Extracted image opened with Windows Photo Viewer - although checksum and size have
changed, no viewable differences are noticed

Image 15 -Wallpaper1 is then opened with Invisible Secrets to reveal the hidden message
8. VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY
Although digital images are the most popular carriers due to their rapid proliferation and the excessive
numbers of bytes available for manipulation, messages can also be embedded in audio and video files,
programming and web codes, and even in network control protocols [34]. Because video files are
essentially a collection of audio sounds and images, many of the techniques used for image or audio
steganography can likewise be used to hide data in videos [35]. Furthermore, because a video is a
moving stream of images and sound, not only is there a vast area to work with, but the continual
motion makes detection extremely challenging [35]. By treating a digital video file as single frames,
rather than one continuous bit stream, data can be evenly dispersed into any number of frames or
images. By slightly altering the output images displayed on each video frame, when the video is
played back it should not be distorted or changed enough to be recognized by the human eye [36].
This approach provides a vast field of workspace and eliminates the need for compression. Although
this may involve utilizing techniques such as the Least Significant Bit (LSB), which can be tricky
when working with grey-scaled images [36], inserting a message into a video file does not require
expertise in video editing. There is a plethora of tools, many of which are right on the average desktop,
to assist in the process. Furthermore, if the host video is one that is assumed highly unlikely of being
altered, such as a proprietary video game trailer, it may possibly evade inspection altogether.
To demonstrate how this is possible, researchers extracted, altered, and then reinstated a proprietary
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game trailer from an Xbox 360 hard drive using Modio and Windows Live Movie Maker. In partition
3, under contents/downloads, the file for Forza Motorsport 3 was located and opened in Modio’s
resigner (Image 16). Under the general info tab, the Forza Motorsport 3’s movie trailer was extracted
to the desktop (Image 17).

Image 16 – Forza Mothersport 3 opened in resigner

Image 17 – Forza Motorsport 3 game trailer exported to desktop
The trailer was opened from the desktop using Windows Video Maker. Several “secret messages”
were inserted throughout the video (Image 18), including names and locations. At the end of the video,
credits were added using the names of some of the game designers who spoke throughout the video,
and one secret message. The third “name” on the list, Semaine Suivante, isn’t a name at all but rather
French for “next week” (Image 19). The modified video was saved as Stego.wmv.

Image 18 – Name inserted in frame
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Image 19 – Credits added with hidden message
Using resigner’s replace file option, the stenographic video, Stego.wmv, not only replaced the original
default.wmv, but retained the original file name and date (default.wmv, 11/22/2005) as well. This is
rather significant because it means that digital examiners investigating Xbox 360 hard drives may not
see any evidence that a file was altered (Image 20). Thus, a stenographic file could go undiscovered
unless the probable hundreds of proprietary files on the drive were extracted and examined one by one.
Because the forensic analysis of gaming consoles is in its infancy, the available tools and
methodologies investigators use to examine computers are not suitable for analyzing gaming consoles,
this is indeed problematic at best. When the new default.wmv is extracted and played on the desktop
or on a television screen, the secret messages are revealed (Image 21).

Image 20 – Stenographic file replaced original game trailer retaining the original file’s name
and creation date
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Image 21 - Altered game trailer with hidden message, Semaine Suivante, revealed
9. LINGUISTIC STEGANOGRAPHY
The decision to use a French phrase in the previous example was deliberate. Although it may initially
present as somewhat simplistic, given the availability of so many user- friendly software programs and
complex stenographic techniques, the use of foreign languages is still a very valuable method of
hiding messages. The syntactical nature of any language can make the interpretation of a message
written in a foreign language challenging enough, but when that language is deliberately skewed to
conceal its true meaning, challenging may very well be an understatement [37].
Following the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, it became apparent that the Federal Bureau of
Investigation (FBI) and the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) did not have language specialists
capable of interpreting vital documents that could have forewarned security experts about the planned
terrorist attacks [38]. Recognizing the significance of foreign languages as they pertain to security, the
Defense Language Institute Foreign Language Center (DLIFLC) was created on November 1, 1941,
upon America’s entry into world War II [39].
Today the DLIFLC educational and research institute provides linguistic training through intense
studies and cultural immersion to the Department of Defense (DoD) and other Federal Agencies [39].
Approximately forty languages are taught at DLIFLC including Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Russian, Spanish, and Japanese [39]. Some examples of linguistic steganography include, but are not
limited to:






Use of Arabic letter points and extensions – A technique where the extensions of
pointed letters hold one bit and the un-pointed letters zero bits [40].
Format-based Methodologies – The physical formatting of text to provide space for
hiding information. May include insertion of spaces, non-displayed characters,
variations in font size, and deliberate misspellings [41].
Synonym Substitution – A common form of steganography where selected words
from the cover text are replaced with one of their synonyms as predetermined by the
encoding rules established [42].
Feature Specific Encoding – Encoding secret messages into formatted text through
the alteration of text attributes (i.e.: length, size) [43]

Because the Xbox 360 is an international gaming platform, it is not uncharacteristic to find multiple
languages on the hard drive. On the specific drive used for this project, two instances of foreign
languages, French and Dutch, were found upon examination. Both appear to be game character dialogs
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and gaming instructions (Images 22, 23). From an investigative perspective, what is perplexing is that
these dialogs were the only part of the proprietary game files not encrypted or compressed. This
suggests that Microsoft may employ foreign languages as a security measure (security through
obscurity). Previous research found Spanish, French, and German in both the marketplace files and
networking files (i.e.: NAT) [44]. To date, researchers have recorded French, Spanish, Dutch, German
Russian, possibly Chinese Unicode in the Xbox 360 [44].
From a steganalysis perspective, this suggests that there is an abundance of proprietary files on the
hard drive where a message could be inserted using a foreign language in order to evade discovery.
Where digital investigators have traditionally looked for user data, this is no longer the case.
Proprietary files must also be diligently examined.

Image 22 – French dialog as viewed in FTK Imager

Image 23 – French translated to English using Google Translator
10. CONCLUSION
Steganography is concerned with secret communication, not indecipherable communication. Videos,
proprietary and redundant programming files, and audio and digital images are all potential carriers. In
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the Art of War, Sun Tzu said that “The natural formation of the country is the soldier's best ally…”
[45]. However, when dealing with the Xbox 360, the topography is unknown.
The file data format used on the Xbox is FATX, which is an offshoot of the more familiar FAT32
found on older computers and storage devices [46]. Although the two possess similar format and file
data layouts, they are not the same. FATX does not contain the backup boot or file system information
sectors found in FAT32. The reasoning behind these variations in the file format is that the Xbox was
designed primarily for entertainment as opposed to productivity. Thus, redundancy and legacy are
apparently forfeited in order to increase the system’s speed. It is also relevant to note that the specific
Xbox 360 model, applied Microsoft updates, and condition of the drive all have an impact on what the
examiner may or may not find upon examination. This, combined with the veiled nature of
steganography, can make analysis very difficult.
11. RECOMMENDATIONS
The first thing the investigator should do upon receiving an Xbox 360 console is to record the 12-digit
serial number which is located on the back side of the console where the USB slots are located [47].
The examiner will need to push the oval-shaped USB door open in order to view this number [47].
Each console contains a unique serial number which corresponds to a serial number stored throughout
the drive. It is pertinent to record this number, as it not only identifies the system on Xbox Live but
could indicate if the drive has been changed [47]. However, because gamers frequently switch hard
drives in and out, these numbers may differ.
The SATA hard drive is housed securely within the detachable hard drive case inside a second
enclosure. To access the actual drive two torx wrenches, sizes 6 and 10, are required. The T6 wrench
is needed to remove the screws from the exterior housing. Three of the screws are easily visible, but
the forth screw is located beneath the Microsoft sticker (Image 24). Once this sticker has been
removed, the Xbox warranty is voided. A missing sticker could be indicative of a drive that has been
modified or tampered with.

Image 24: Removing Microsoft sticker reveals the fourth screw and indicates the drive has been
accessed
As technology evolves, so must the methodologies used by examiners. Although steganography dates
back to antiquity, digital steganalysis is a relatively new discipline which is in flux. Consequently, the
steganalysis of an Xbox drive is a long, slow, systematic process. It is difficult to identify structural
abnormalities or signs of manipulation in a digital environment which is still fundamentally undefined
[48]. Compounding this is the fact that there are no current reference guides or approved tools
available for forensically examining Xbox 360 drives.
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